VULCAN SONICSAFE™ ULTRASONIC SCALE PREVENTION

INDUSTRIAL-STRENGTH PEACE OF MIND.
If you’re cooking with steam, you’re dealing with scale—until now. Using new ultrasonic
SonicSafe™ technology, Vulcan has integrated automatic scale prevention inside our line
of electric generator-based steamers. Never worry again about a forgotten filter causing
fatal scale buildup.
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VULCAN SONICSAFE™ ULTRASONIC SCALE PREVENTION
Ultrasonic scale prevention technology is often used to descale large production boilers in industrial applications, such as in
processing plants and heavy manufacturing operations. This industrial-strength scale-fighting technology is only available in
your kitchen steamer from Vulcan.

î
î

All three exclusive technologies work in
harmony to flush out scale suspended in
micro-bubbles at the end of the day.

Experience less downtime and better
performance without ever having to
change a scale prevention filter again.
Goodbye scale filters, hello productivity.

î

Quickly see that your steamer is safe
from scale.

Use your steamer as much as you want
without worrying about fatal scale
buildup. It’s safe with SonicSafe.

Less routine maintenance and downtime
means less costs related to descaling
and repairs. Waste removed is from the
steamer, not your wallet.

î

De-lime once a quarter instead of
monthly, and change your carbon filter
just once a year.

BENEFIT

Peace of mind that scale is not an
issue. When the light is on, scale
is gone.

î

SonicSafe is maximized by
Vulcan’s exclusive SmartDrain™
and PowerFlush™ technologies

î

SonicSafe “Always On”
indicator light on the front panel
lets you know it’s working

î

SonicSafe reduces other routine
maintenance requirements

No more equipment slowdowns as
filters age, allowing you to maintain fast
heat-up and ticket-to-table times.

î

SonicSafe doesn’t wear out
over time like replaceable
scale filters

î

Exclusive SonicSafe technology
starts automatically when
steamer is turned on

î

ADVANTAGE

Sound waves create millions of
microscopic bubbles inside the steam
generator, causing powerful vacuum
energy that prevents scale from attaching
to the walls of the steamer.

Keep your kitchen working by keeping
your generator clean. It’s the trifecta
of steamer protection.

SonicSafe™

Traditional Scale Blocker

Scale Prevention

Ultrasonic waves

Chemical

Filtration

Carbon block only*

Carbon block and additive

Filter Replacement

1x Annually

2x Annually

De-Liming Frequency

4x Annually

12x Annually

Effectiveness

Industrial-Strength

Standard

*optional item for purchase

AVAILABLE ON ALL
VULCAN ELECTRIC
GENERATOR-BASED
STEAMERS.

C24EA3

C24EA5

C24EA5 LWE

C24EA5 PS

C24ET 6/10

C24ET 6/10 LWE

C24ET 6/10 PS

CONTACT US NOW TO SET UP A DEMO.
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Masterful design. Precision performance. State-of-the-art innovation. For over 150
years, Vulcan has been recognized throughout the world for top-quality, energy-efficient
commercial cooking equipment that consistently produces spectacular results. Trust
Vulcan to help make your foodservice operation run just right—every time.

1-800-814-2028

D one To P er f e c t i o n .

